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GALLERY CALENDAR 

AYALA MUSEUM - GALLERY III 
Makati Ave., Makati 

(Jan. 21 - Feb. 3) 

Eduardo Castrillo's Sculpture Exhibit 

CCP - MAIN GALLERY 
R.oxa, Blvd., Manila 

(February) 

Chinese Watercolor 
100 works from the People's 
Republic of China 

CCP- SMALL GALLERY 

(Jan. 19) 

Cesar Syjuco 

(February) 

"Art of the Region: Batan~" 
by Pacita Abad 

CCP - HALLWAY 
(Jan. 17) 

"Beijing Days" 

Watercolon by Elmer Hernale 
Photographs by Mario Pamintuan 
Mixed Media by R.ay Albano 

GALLERIA DUEMILA 
210- Loring St., Pasay 

(Nov. 27 - Jan. 15) 

Leon Pacunayen 

(Jan. 15 - 30) 

Group Show - Gallery Collection 

HIRAYA GALLERY 
530 United Nations Ave. 
Ermita, Manila 

(January) 

Gallery Collection 

(February) 

Works on Hand-made Paper 
by Arnel Agawin 

LUZ GALLERY 
ff8 E. de los Santos Ave. 
Malati 

(Dec:. 9 - Jan. 20) 

Annual Group Show 

(Jan. 26 - Feb. 28) 

One Man Show 
by Allan Cosio 

LIONGOREN ART GALLERY 
Ill New York St., Cubao 

(February) 

"Kolor Kuatro" 
by Galan 

Hermoso 
Sagario 
Ybaftez 

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM 
OF MANILA 
Central Bank Complex, R.oxas Blvd. 
Manila 

\ 

(Dec:. 13 - Jan. 25) 

J-Dimennonal, a contemporary sculptural travel-
~ ling exhibit presented in cooperation with the Em

bassy of the Federal R.cpublic of Germany and 
Goethe lnstitut, the German Cultural Center, 

(Jan. 10 - 29) 

Pica.uo Litlwgrophs, 40 artworks presented in 
cooperation with the Embas.,y of the Republic of 
France. 

(February) 

Paintings by Old Italian Masters. 

Foucoult is quoted twice in this 
issue. Find out where, send your 
answer entries and get a free double 
subscription to SAN JUAN. 

\ 
MUSEUM OF PHILIPPINE Alt 
R.oxas Blvd. corner T. M. Kalaw St. 
Manila 

(Jan. 21 - JI) 

Fotomania '85 

(Feb. 7 - Mar: 10) 

Gw Albor: Paintings, Drawings, 
and Sculpture 

PINAGLABANAN GALLERIES 
152-154 J. Arellano St. 
San Juan 

(Jan. 5 -- 30) -

"R.ccent Abstractions" 
by Joe D. Baustista 

Yolanda Laudico 
Ileana Lee 
Gerardo Tan 
Nestor Olarte Vinluan 

(Feb. 5 - Mar. 2) 

"R.ecent Figurations" 
by Pacita Abad 

Bert Antonio 
Marcel Antonio 
Dan R.aralio 
R.aul Rodriguez 

PINAGLABANAN GALLERIES 
AT LA TASCA'S GRILLE ROO 
The Grille R.oom, La: T.uca Complex 
Greenbelt Park, Malati 

(Jan. 14 - Feb. 15) 

Fernando Mode1to's Lcngua Series 

SINING KAMALIG - MAIN 
2160 Taft Ave., Manila 

(Jan. 15 - 50) 

All Women Show 

(Feb. 8 - 27) 

All Women Print Show 

SINING KAMALIG -
REGENT HOTEL 
R.egent of Manila 
2727 R.oxas Blvd., Manila 

(Jan. 8 - 28) 

Dr. Gregorio Lim 

(Feb. 12 - 28) 

Austrian Artist 
Dieder J~f 
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An exhibition of works by David 
Medalla and Kai Hilgemann will open 
at Pinaglabanan Galleries on 
December 12, 1985. 
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nterview with David Medalla 
South Hill Park, Bracknell, 
Berkshire 
}0th November, 1982 
Jun Terra: Since the demise of Artists for 

Democracy you have been doing a lot of 
performances in London as well as in other 
cities in Europe . I am not familiar with 
your new works. Could you tell me about 
the major ones? 

David Medalla: First, on the actual closing of 
Artists for Democracy, I gave an exhibition 
at the Fitzrovia Cultural Centre and it was 
entitled Eskimo Carver. It featured draw
ings I made from photographs based on 
the life of Eskimos, as well as a par
ticipation production propulsion whereby I 
collected garbage from all over Fitzrovia 
where I used to live and I invited people to 
make knives and drums. My idea was to be 
able to transform the shapes and colours of 
those knives with accompanying music 
from the drums people made, and the 
images to be projected at some point in the 
future on to the night sky by me~ns of 
lasers . 

Then for a period of two years I worked 
in collaboration with a young Catalan 
artist , Oriol de Cuadras, and we made a 
series of performances. One series was 
entitled collectively "Reciprocal Didactics" 
and this was a way in which we exchanged 
experiences both as artists and foreigners 
in London coming from different coun
tries , in his case, Catalonia in Spain, and 
my case, the Philippines. , Through witty 
performances using sometimes text, 
sometimes dances, we taught each other 
different skills and then as a consequence 
of this, Oriol and I also made a whole series 
of performances based on the circum
navigation of the world by Ferdinand 
Magellan and Sebastian del Cano. 

J.T.: Why Magellan? Why did you choose him 
as a subje<;t for performances? 

D.M.: Well , curiously enough, when Oriol and I 
lived together in Lambeth, he went to 
Brazil to attend the carnival there. I was in 
London, I picked up a book on Magellan 
by Edouardo Roditi. When Oriol came 
back he told me about a book he read the 
summer before by Stefan Zweig. This 
interested me because the Philippines was 
"discovered" because of Magellan , and 
there was a suggestion in Edouardo ' 
Roditi's book that the actual person who 
circumnavigat~d the world was a man call
ed Enrico Negro who was a slave of 
Magellan. He was bought by Magellan in 
Malacca, but when he arrived in the 
Philippines, Enrico Negro seemed to know 
the Visayan dialects. Waray and Cebuano. 
In fact after the death of Magellan, Enrico 
stayed in the Philippines and most likely he 
was a Filipino. That interested me very 
much. Also, on a scientific term, it was in 
fact due to this circumnavigation of the 
world which begun speculation in Europe 
about the Theory of Relativity because 
when Sebastian del Cano's men arrived 
back in Spain they discovered that they lost 
one day during their voyage around the 
world and this discovery started a whole 

series of philosophical speculation in Euro
pean philosophical and scientific circles 
which culminated in the idea that time and 
space are relative. And the second aspect 
or the voyage that interested me had more 
to do with literature because during the 
voyage somewhere around the Marianas. 
Magellan's fleet encountered a storm. 
They stayed for a while in one of the 
islands. When they were leaving. one of the 
sailors jumped ship. He did not want to 
continue the voyage. He was probably 
pressganged. Sixty years later wh~n 
Villalobos and Legazpi stopped at the 
same island because of a storm they dis
covered this man who was sixty years older 
_and who spoke a different Spanish from 
what they spoke. And it was the accounts 
of this man that inspired people like Jean 
Jacques Rosseau and later Daniel Defoe 
about the idea of the noble savage which 
culminates in the beachc'amber. you know, 
Melville's "Moby Dick". and the idea of 
some kind of paradise in the South Seas. 
And I thought it was a very interesting con
sequence of the voyage. 

J.. T. :. I know that you did this performance 
somewhere in Mayfair. London. 

D.M.: Yes, at Hill House in Berkeley Square. 
J..T.: I failed to see the performance. Briefly, 

could you tell me how you did it? Did you 
actually expound on the ideas touched 
upon by the Voyage of Magellan? 

D.M.: Yes. The one at Berkeley Square was part 
of the series. We. actually did another one 
before that at the ICA (Institute of Con 
temporary Arts). We did it like a docu
mentary where the role of Magellan was 
played by Oriol. I played several roles 
including the King of Portugal and 
Emperor Charles V of Spain who was, in
cidentally, the patron of Titian. It was 
after his son Phillip ·11 our country was 
named. I also played Lapu-Lapu. That 
performance was almost a straight-forward 
reconstruction of Magellan's struggles to 
equip his voyage. He was a Portuguese but 
an enemy of the Portuguese king. We also 
used a kind of alienation device in order to 
make it more relevant to our times. We 
brought in our own experiences travelling 
around the world encountering bureau
cracy in terms of immigration. etc. For ex
~mple, one image which was rather 
beautiful was when Oriol enters Brazil to
day. because Brazil was more or less 
discovered by the Portuguese and 
Magellan touched on Brazil. we bring it 
into ZOth .century terms and. a very obnox
ious customs official stops him and he gets 
stamped. I play the customs official. I 
stamp him with all kinds of rubber stamps 

until finally he takes off all his clothes. He 
is completely naked and by using all these 
rubber stamps I found in a London dust 
hin which belonged to a travel holiday firm 
that wf'nt burst . he was transformed into a 
noble savage . 

But the one at Bf'rkeley Square was 
spf'cifically called the "Beachcombers 
Dream Tree". There we examined the 
problems of communication. Oriol spoke 
most of the time in Catalan and I would 
respond in Tagalog. It was about this man 
who drifted into an island and only 
through gestures did he make himself 
undf'rstood by me, the native. He needed 
food. so I went around giving him a 
mango. papaya. and other tropical fruits. 
And each time, I gave him something to 
eat . which was a kind of cumulative still 
life. he gave me a manufactured object, a 
washing machine, small models of course, 
a sewing machine, a vacuum cleanf'r, tv, 
camera, none of which I use. I could not 
understand how they functioned. so I used 
the camera for fishing. It was very funny . 
It was a kind of comedy. It was very in
teresting . you see, one of the contradictions 
in any culture is communication . We can 
communicate to different people even to 
other planets, but we still ha<1e many 
languages and so we decided to make that 
the central point of the performance. It 

was actually a very witty comedy where you 
have a disjunction between the image and 
the text. That was one aspect of the 
Magellan theme which I think you can see 
in our own country where we speak so 
many languages and dialects and in fact, 
our Ilustrados who were educared in 
Spanish spoke in Spanish and conducted 
their polemics in Spanish. Today Wf' speak 
English and that is a unifying thing . 
Although we have a national language we 
find it easier to communicate in a language 
synthetic to us . It was also a critique , in a 
way, of narrow nationalism . There was a 
pqsitive aspect in the performance because 
we showed that when people are in a con
dition of crisis , like this sailor who was 
washed ashore and discovered by a so 
called savage. they have in fact shared ex
periences like hunger , or lack of sleep , etc . 

J.T.: Where else did you perform this piece, in 
the continent? 

D.M.: No. We did this piece in Birmingham . 
There we had a sequence where we attack 
ed bureaucracy. I played the role of 
Charles V with masks and costumes , sum 
moning his dwarf. Oriol was the dwarf 
dressed as a jockey . He comes in , I put my 
foot on his back and I order him to look for 
royal seals. He comes and brings in really 

I collected garbage from all over Fitzrovia and invited people 
to make knives and drums. My idea was to transform the 
shapes and colours of those knives with accompanying music 
from the drums, and the images to be projected at some 
point in the future on to the night sky by means of lasers. 
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reprobation from the puritanical point 
view, the Dandy was very important for 

Optical reality can be the retinal reality of the eye, but it 
can also be what the microscope sees, or what the tele-

new type of aesthetic consciousness. By t 
ing away the artistic experience from t 

realm of church morality, to show that t 
artistic work, whether it is a poem, say 
Baudelaire, or a painting by Manet, c 
exist independent from its suppo 
ideological emphasis, and at that time 

Biographies of Mozart and Medalla" in 
which I saw parallels between Mozart's 
problems with money and my problems of 
paying for rent, gas bills and electricity 
bills. I did this as a kind of parody of 
Olympian gods like Jupiter was the London 
Electricity Board demanding money for 
electricity which I could not afford. Nep· 
tune was the Thames Water Board, and 
Mars, the god of war was the British Gas 
Corporation. You had Apollo - in fact I 
had a black guy as Apollo. I met him at the 
Piazza Navona. It upset a lot of people in 
the audience who were expecting Apollo to 
be blond and blue-eyed. Apollo in my 
piece was running a music store where I 
was buying a cassette recording machine 
on H .P. (hire purchase) and not being able 
to pay for it. He tried to take the machine 
back. Mercury, played by a young Irish 
artist, was the telephone guy who had 
come to cut my telephone. Before the gods 
were supposed to do their supposed jobs, I 
asked them - if they were gods how come 
they were working? And they told me that 
nowadays even gods feared unemploy
ment. All these were subtle jibes, subtle 
political jibes, but very understandable. 
which upset a lot of people in the audience, 
many of whom were upper-class types ._ 
Some of them literally attacked me after 
the performance. It was like, say , the open
ing night of Stravinski's "Le Sacre du 
Printemps" or Matisse's first exhibition. 
They were really furious because J exposed 
some contradictions of a decaying capi
talist society. Anyway the performance was 
also attended by Italian artists and because 
of this my name started to spread in Italy 
and I got invited to do performances. 

scope sees. The same object just simply changes even in terms 
of magnitude. And that is really true of reality. 

J.T.: 

huge found stones and bricks . And I kept 
putting seal after seal on the charter giving 
Magellan the right to get boats. It was very 
funny , you know. and a nice way of looking 
at history. Sometimes people take history 
too seriously . After that I did a whole series 
linked to some paintings . I called them 
synoptic realist paintings. 
Could you explain what you mean by 
synoptic realism? 

D.M. Synoptic simply means that there is a unity 
of different viewpoints. Like you have the 
gospel described by four different 
evangelists. If you look at reality, I mean 
what we consider reality, it cannot be seen 
only as one. Optical reality can be the 
retinal reality of the eye, but it can also be 
what the microscope sees, or what the 
telescope sees . The same object just simply 
changes even in terms of magnitude. And 
that is really true of r~ality. And you have 
alsoihe fact that events may happen simul
taneously and they seem very real , like I 
read this book by a French anthropologist 
who went to Mustang, a lost Tibetan king
dom in the country of Nepal, and there 
they live a different life. They still believe 
that the world is flat and for them it is very 
real. The Tasadays have a different cori
ception of cosmology from the people who 
live in Manila . So I thought it would be 
very interesting to show the different levels 
of the same reality as it was unfolding from 
the subjective to the objective . 

Then I did a series called "Boys of 
England", because at that time I was in
terested in certain aspects of English 
culture like tribalism. Strangely enough, in 
this country which was the first to have an 
industrial revolution, certain forms of 
tribalism still exist , in distorted forms, like 
you have skinheads. Mods, Rockers , 
Punks, etc. 

J.T.: I believe you made a series of paintings 
based on this theme? 

D.M.: Yes, specific events. These paintings were 
very narrative . I also did performances, 
then I got fed up with it because it is really 
one of those things better c:J,one by anthro
pologists . I can 't really understand 
tribalism . I Suppose it will always exist in 
whatever society. 

J.T.: Probably it is because of the limitations im
posed by art itself. The anthropological 
methodology is better equipped to examine 
the subject. 

D.~.: That is true . But many artists extend their 
language by trying to incorporate these dif
ferent methodologies and disciplines . Then 
I went to France and lived in Nice. There I 
di't:l two performances which pleased me 
very much . They were called "Bonjour 
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Beau, Bonsoire Brummel". And they were 

done at two different times in the sa,ne 
place. at the Galerie D' Art Con temporain 
de Musee de Nice which is the public 
gallery of modern art of the city of Nice . I 
was invited by a Fre,nch painter called 
Denis Castelas, who is one of the most 
beautiful painters , a great painter indeed. 
He said, could I do a performance for his 
exhibition, so I did two - one for the 
opening, and one for the closing of the ex -
hibition. And I used the story of Beau 
Brummel, the English dandy who lived in 
exile. I did two performances using mirror 
images . They were performances within 
performances . The basic framing structure 
was Beau Brummel in exile writing letters 
to his friends . It was very much in the late 
18th century, early 19th century type of 
literary presentation. In his exile, I imagin
ed him encountering another Englishman, 
but very much younger , who was interested 
in ancient cultures , because at this time, it 
was also the beginning of English domi 
nation in Asia and Africa ... 

J.T.: Excuse me for interrupting, but after you 
have described the performance, could you 
tell me what sort of costumes, props or 
masks you use in your performances? 

D.M.: Yes. To cpntinue, I was dressed up as a 
dandy. You see , dandyism as a concept was 
important in the modernist movement 
beginning with ... 

J.T.: Baudelaire. 
D:M.: Baudelaire, and Barbes D'Aurevilly, etc. 

They were very influenced by this idea of 
the man who existed simply for his own 
pleasure. a late Epicurean idea . It was the 
flanneur of the man who walked around, 
displaying himself or just observing things . 

J. T.: Just like Majis:/no during the time of Goya. 
Except that there was a strong element of 
revolt against conventional society and 
morality in Majismo. The majos and majas 
came from the lower classes and wore 
outrageously colourful costumes copied 
later on by Aristocrats. 

D.M.: Yes, they are very related. I think what 
happens is, moments come when people 
get more and more urbanised and they are 
alienated from the countryside; on the 
other hand you get the building of a more 
cosmopolitan culture. The dandy, al
though this has always been a term of· 

was · engrossed in reading a lot of Walt 
Benjamin. 

J. T.: The Dandy aesthetics also led to the " 
for Art's Sake" movement. 

D.M.: Thar is one side of Dandyism. But t 
other side gives you someone like Ri 
baud. Dandyism is like any other move 
ment. It has bifurcations. But what 

J.T.: 

did though was using that as a basis, I con 
structed a story of an aging dandy wh 
meets a young Englishman, who was a dif 
ferent type because, by then, there was in 
dustrial revolution. He was a kind of proto
Victorian, very upri~ht and very conscio 
of his penetrative ro,e into other culturei 
and at the same time fascinated by them 
So I had two performances, one was 1 

reconstruction of a tale I heard ic 
Kathmandu about the building of thi 
stupa of Bodnath. The second was thi 
piece I evolved in the mid-sixties from 1 

story told to me by Lygia Clark about thi 
first mirror in China. Because dandyisn: 
also meant looking at yourself in the mir, 
ror. It is a form of kinetic narcissism. On 
the cosmological level one is a solar myth 
and the other a lunar one. Alsq, one wai 
the story of parricide, you know, tht 
destruction of an old culture by a new. 
This was the story of the Bodnath stupa 

and the other was a kind of regicide, tht J.T.: 
destruction of the emperor of China, of 
imperialism. The costumes I used wen 
things I found and in some cases as in the 
second story, ·I played so many roles. The 
performance began with me building the 
great wall of China with brick across the 
gallery with sand being blown. The idea 
was that the emperor exiled t'1,e aristocrats 
to different parts of China, many to the 
Northwest frontier . 

The Gobi desert. .. 
D.M.: Yes. Then I went to Rome where I did a 

performance which was very controversial. 
At the British School in Rome. It is like the 
British Academy wherei there are resident 
artists, professors and archeologists etc. a 
rather posh sort of place, very establish· 
ment. I went there and found out that the 
young artists there really like me as a per· 
son and we all gathered together and I sort 

of directed them in an evening of extracts 
from previous performances. One of thern 
was from a work I called the "Pictorial 

You were known in Italy previous to this 
performance. 

I did two performances using mirror images. They were per
formances within performances. The basic framing structure 
was Beau Brummel in exile writing letters to his friends. It 
was very much in the late 18th century, early 19th century 
type of literary presentation. 

D.M.: Yes, but as a kinetic artist. I have not been 
in Italy for years. I was there in the Sixties. 
And most of the people I used to know 
have died. De Chirico, Fontana and 
Calderara, they are all dead and the only 
one I knew from the past was the painter 
Emilio Vedova, the kinetic artist in Milan 
and Padova. But in Rome. none of the 
people I used to know were there. It was an 
entirely new generation. I think it was a 
kind of pleasant surprise for them' to know 
what I was doing and because of this I got 
invitations. While I was still in Rome, you 
see. all the academies were closed for the 
summer. So I was sleeping in the open all 
over Rome. It was a weird experience. 
because one had to watch for the police 
and the criminals. Rome is crawling with 
bandits and drug addicts, quite a lot of 
junkies there. One evening I was sleeping 
at the Janiculo I thought I was being bitten 
by mosquitos. When I woke up in the mor
ning I was covered practically with 
hypodermic needles. 

In order to exist in Rome I gave per· 
formances rather like busking, to which I 
gave the coll~ctive title of "The Annals of 
the Talking Statues of Rome" or "Statua 
Macchia Romana". For the first time I had 
to perform entirely in Italian because by 
then my audiences were made of people 
passing by. mainly Italians. I did all these 

stories I invented myself about the dif
ferent statues all over Rome. And I per
formed with the statue. The first one was 
Byron's by the Villa Borghese. I did one by 
the Ponte Vilvio about Piero dela 
Francesca and Antonello da Messina. 
Then I did one about Piranesi on the Por
to Maggiore meeting on the Via Predestina 

· a scorpion. Thjs particular piece I 
presented in Pavia at the Piazza de la Vit
toria when they had a two-week festival 

organized by an avant-garde artist from 
Florence but now living in Pavia named 
William Serra, and the Head of Culture 
for Pavia. Pavia by the way was the capital 
city of the Visconti. Leonardo (da Vinci) 
worked there and so did Bramante. 

(to be continued) 

Dandyism is like any other movement. It has bifurcations ... 
Dandyism also meant looking at yourself in the mirror. It 
is a form of kinetic narcissism. 

DAVID MEDALLA: 
SELECTED CHRONOLOGY 

Medalla was born on March 23rd, 1938 in 
Manila, where he attended a number of schools, 
including Ateneo and UP High School; he also 
spent some time in Sagada at St . Mary's School. 
Medalla started printing at the age of five, and in 
his earlier years pursued both painting and poetry 
with equal fervour. Medalla attended Columbia 
University in the USA. His works clearly show the 
influence of the eclectic variety of prominent 
artists with whom he came into contact during his 
sojourn in America ... James Dean ... Jackson 
Poliock ... Mark Rothko ... Jose Garcia Villa . . ; 

Medalla's most active period of exhibition in 
the Philippines commenced in 1955 with his fi!st 
one-man show at 'La Cave D' Angely .' Further 
shows followed at the Philippine Art Gallery and 
other venues, culminating in a final one-man 
show of paintings of the nude in his studio in 
Pasay City, the Blue Bamboo. 

Medalla left the Philippines in 1960 for 
France, and has only returned once since that 
time. His first foreign exhibit was held in h~ room 
at the Hotel du Sphinx in Paris in '1960. 

A series of further friendships and acquain
tances followed with leading figures from the 
European art community ... Max Ernst ... A~berto 
Giacometti ... Jean Arp ... Man Ray ... 

Meda Ila first visited England, in which he was 
to live for many years, in the summer of 1960. 
Thereafter, he divided his time between Great 
.Britain and France. 

The year 1961 ~as one of great significance for 
Medalla. He had what he felt was an ecstatic ex
perience while gazing at the clouds from the top of 
Arthur's Seat in Edinburgh. He felt impelled to 
initiate a period of extensive research into art in 
motion. This led to the development of the 'Auto· 
creative Sculptures' for which he is particularly 
well-known, starting with th.e Bubble Machines of 
1963-64. Excitement generated by these werks·led 
to another series of shows in both England and 
other parts of Europe. attracting the attention of 
people such as Marcel Duchamp. Takis, and Jean 
Tinguely. Medalla's creations included the first 
Olfactory Sculpture, a machine using different 

perfumes, and the first work of earth art, a Sand 
Machine with sonar eleme'nts. 

1967 was another critical year for the artist as it 
marked the beginning of his many years of con
centration on performance art, starting with his 
initiation of 'The Exploding Galaxy.,' a collective 
of poets, artists, dancers, musicians, and film
makers who presented a series of dance-dramas 
throughout Europe during the subsequent two 
years. 

In 1972 Medalla received the greatest recog
nition of his career when he was invited to par
ticipate in the immensely prestigious Documenta 
V in Germany, the most important exhibition of 
contemporary' art in the Western world . This led 
on to his participation in a long series of arts 
festivals throughout the 1970s. 

Medalla 's increasing stature in the 1970s also 
led to his being invited to teach at a variety of 
schools and universities in the United Kingdom 
and Continental Europe, including the Slade 
School of Art in London, The University of 
Southampton, The Royal College of Art, The Sor

. bonne , and The University of Amsterdam. 
Medalla's main interest in the 1970s remained 

with performance art, and he pursued this 
through a variety of artistic collaborations. Most 
recently he has been working with the young Ger

man artist Kai Hilgemann, and in early 1985 they 
have been undertaking a rapid succession of shows 
in Rotterdam, Saarbrucken, Paris, and Geneva. 
Their collective partnership is called "The Signs 
and Wonders of David and Kai." 

A book is presen~ly being written on Medalla 
by the Hon. Guy Brett, with the assistance of a 
grant from the Arts Council of Great Britain. This 
is only the seventh grant given by that organi
zation for a book about a contemporary artist. 

Medalla is continuing with his performance 
art, but has expressed his desire to resume print
making and painting in a more active manner. He 
will be returning to the Philippines for a visit later 
this year and will be exhibiting with Kai 
Hilgemann at Pinaglabanan Galleries. 
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Thirty years ago this month, the conser
vatives walked out of the eighth Art Associa
tion of the Philippines competition and ex
hibition and into the .streets to hang their 
paintings on fences at Isaac Peral (now United 
Nations Avenue). This was to protest what 
they believed to have been the AAP officers' 
and judges' continued partiality t owards the 
Moderns. Sanctioned by financial returns 
through sales from a predominantly tourist 
clientele, these outdoor exhibitions flourished 
and eventually evolved into the establishment 
of art galleries on Mabini Streets, symbioti
cally existing with Ermita's souvenir shops, 
pensions and flesh traders. 

Saturday. February 16, 1985. Ermita. 
After lunch with an artist-friend, I walked to 
Mabini Street to check out the art .galleries. 
My friend was curious why I had to do this 
knowing that what is out there has not chang
ed over the years: bottom line is still the 
phenomenon of thousands of painted can
vasses as pure commodity. I reasoned, I need
ed to experience some tableaux uiuants for. 
this article. 

Dusty and humid with an occasional 
breeze to relieve one of the suffocating heat, 
Mabini was just starting to bustle for its after
noon trading. The first gallery I hit displayed 
barong materials on mannequins and in glass 
cases surrounded by stretched canvasses, 
stacked upright in rows of about twenty of the 
same sizes; standards of 11 inches by 14 
inches, 18 inches by 24 inches, 24 inches by 24 
inches, 24 inches by 36 inches; with standard 
subject matter: cockfights, calesas, beached 
boats, shanties, still life, women planting rice, 
waves crashing into rocks. They were done in 
a mish-mash of styles; a whole repertoire of 
bastardized impressionism: Amorsolo-like 
brush strokes, Seurat-Ibarra pointillism, 
Malang-like patching of paints; many bor
dering on Hallmark-greeting-card renderings. 
Some seemingly one-of-a-kind, odd-sized paint
ings hung on the walls: one a Joya-like rice 
paper collage and next to it, an intertwining of 
carabaos painted a la Romeo V. Tabuena. 
Another, a Manansala-inspired mother and 
child. Still another, Botong-like mythical 
figures. On a sofa an unprimed canvas painted 
with postcard size variations-on-the-theme of 
coconut trees, sea, mountain, and kubo was 
ready to be cut and stretched unto woode!1 
frames piled nearby. 

The Process, then, is simply This: The product becomes a 
commodity, i.e. a mere moment of exchange. The commodity 
is transformed into exchange value. In order to equate it 
with itself as an exchange value, it is exchanged for a symbol 
which represents it as exchange value as such, it can then as 
such a symbolized exchange value in turn be exchanged in 
definite relations for every other commodity. Because the 
product becomes a commodity and the commodity becomes 
an exchange value, it obtains, at first only in the head, a 
double existence. This doubling in the idea proceeds (and 
must proceed) lo the point where the commodity appears 
double in real exchange: as a natural product on one side, as 
exchange value on the other. 

Karl Marx, Grundrisse 
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Towards A Praxis of Mabini Art 

by Judy Freya Sibayan 

fhe newly employed salesman proud~y 
ed "Basta ang gusto modern, sa amm eclar , 

ibili." 
u~imply put, in the Mabini art system, be-

conservative painter meant to be a 
~ a of decipherable things; and to be a 
aJ.I1ter · h f" h odern painter was to paint ne1t. er is nor 

The bottom line is still the phenomenon of thousanc/s of 
painted canvasses as pure commodity. 

1 but to splatter, smudge, wipe, scrape, 
ow h dot line a canvas with paint. However, 
ate , ' · t· · I observed a balanced stock of pam mgs m 

both modes. 

There were no artists to be found that day. 
Group meetings (still life, nude sessions) were 
usually on Fridays and Tuesdays. There was a 
bowling tournament of artists somewhere. 
Some were stationed at Pistahang Pilipino flea 
market. Most of the artists lived outside of 
Manila. Many in Angeles City. They came to 
the capital only to check on their sales (not 
good these days) and to consign more works. 

One gallery owner said to look for them at 
Taza de Oro and when I expressed surprise, he 
caught on and corrected himself, "Hindi yung 
mga artists namin. Yung tunay na artist nan
doon sa Tasa. Pero yung artist namin pipit
sugin Lang naman. Yung pang-komersyo ba." 
He refused to say more and directed me in
stead to a gallery across the street, ''Doon kay 
Ric Gonzales, yung artist laging nagpipinta. " 

I recognized the name. He was on my list of 
artists to track down. Duldulao, in his Con
temporary Philippine Art book, mentions 
Gonzales as one of those who ran "plush 
galleries with a steady clientele and a long list 
of commissioned portraits. 
· "No luck. The painter was out on a picnic 

with his family. His gallery was relatively 
sparse. No stacks of those canvas tiles that 
pass for art. On his walls were framed news 
clippings of himself clowning with Bob Hope, 
the latter kissing his portrait done by Gon
zalez. Another clipping was of the artist paint
ing in his Beverly Hills studio. Amidst nudes 
on velvet, toreadors, cockfights, waterfalls, 
horses, and apples, hung his price list for por
traits: per figure a 12 inch by 16 inch costs 
P3,000.00, 16 x 20 = P4,500.00, 18 x 24 = 
P6,000.00, 22 x 28 = P8,000.00, 24 x 30 = 
Pl0.000.00 and a 30 x 40 = P16,000.00. All 
displayed paintings were nicely fq1med. The 
gallery did framing jobs too. 

The single emblem that best combines the notion o'f fallen 
nature and the total historicity of the individual Benjamin 
claims is the death-head ... The death and decay of inner life 
are emblemalized not in the corpse but in the souvenir. The 
relic comes from ·the corpse; the souvenir from the ex· 
perience that has died out. 

Bainard Cowan, Walter Benjamin's 
Theory of Allegory 

I proceeded to the adjacent gallery. A four
meter square space. Half the room was a sari
sari store tended by a little girl, lorded over by 
a refrigerator. In the other h~lf where I stood, 
an elderly woman waited patiently on two 
Britons with their hospitality girls hovering 
around as they rummaged through the paint
ings. The men discussed the merits of one 
choice over another. 

A xeroxed copy of a feature article on Paco 
hung near the office table stated: 

Gorospe t· t f 
"Paco's only regret is the way some ar is so 

"You have to help me choose one f • t other school arrogate upon themselves 
tha · · t . t only that Madeleine. I 'm not into this." the title of authentic pam ers, no . h i 

"Remember you will have to live with i they despise us from the E~m1ta sc _00 

• · · lize our pamt-He flipped through more unstretched because they say we commercia 
vasses. "These paintings try too hard. W ings." 
don't they just paint what they have." F. 

went back to three paintings he had set asi 
"I like these three. They speak of what we' 
seen here, very local. Problem is, we ha 
boxes and boxes of paintings, souvenirs fr 
my travels." 

They both stood silently, contemplating 
another set of choices. "This time I'll gi 
them away. Don't get that," the connosieu: 
pointed to a starkly painted group 
carabaos. "It's too much of an illustration.'' 

The other answered, "I really like that o 
it has depth and the colors," referring to 
calesa receding into a glimmering church a 
town at sunset. "The style too," (spa tu 
patched pinks, oranges, blacks and bah 
blues.) 

In such a crammed space, I couldn't he 
but eavesdrop and talk with the saleswom 
It had been weeks since they sold anythin 
The sari-sari store kept them going. Th 
artists supplied other galleries and still · 
other things to earn a living. 

The Britons had decided on what to bu) 
four 11 by 14 unstretched canvas with t 
images: three women planting rice, the cales 
~nd two of the bahay-kubo- rice field - fire t 
theme. The paintings were selling for P75 ea 
but when the woman was asked how mu 
were four paintings, she answered P280 wi 
P20 discount, meaning that she had alread. 
discounted P5 from each painting. They mil 
understood her and thought there was still 
P20 discount ~m the P280. She got paid P260 

The wrenching of things Crom their familiar contexts - as 
norm.Ill for commodities when being exhibited is 
Baudelaire a very significant procedure. It is conn.ected 
the destruction of organic contexts in lhe exhibition 
wares ... the commodity seeks lo look itself in the face and 
itself for what it is ... Such.a gaze implies an exposing oft 
fact of reification, the turning of human processes into de 
objects that occurs in capitalism. This critical gaze is th 
often inescapably ironic: The commodity ... celebrates i 
humanization in the whore. She is life that means death. 

Walter Benjamin, The Origin of Germa 
Tragic Dra 

I was nearing the end of Mabini. U 
A venue was in sight. I took a left turn t 
Ermita church. 

G. Gorospe Gallery was squeezed alo11 
amongst stores of Muslim wares. Th 
gallery's claim to the market was its abu 
dance of modern paintings. 

odes are a center of a trade in luxury goods. In their 
Th~ ere l ,·s brought into the service of commerce ... Non· lithngs ar h 

I mists rebel against the handing over of art to l e 
con ti They gather around the banner /'art pour l'art. This 
mar e . . gs Crom the conception of total artwork. which 
slogan :p:~nisolate art from the development of technology . 
attempt s ni"ty with which it is celebrated is corollary to the The so em . 
lrivolily that glorifies the commodity. 

Walter Benjamin, Paris, Capital 
of the Nineteenth Century 

On UN A venue, the Buenaventura Gallery 
fronted by a softdrinks counter and a row was h . I 

of leather slippers for sale. In t e mner room, 
introduced myself to two women as I gave 
them a copy of San Juan. . 

The older woman flipped through it and 
talked. She was the widow of Cesar Buena
ventura, son of the late painter ~eod~ro 
Buenaventura who taught at the Uruvers1ty 
of the Philippi.I}.es. She claimed that all the pro
fessor's paintings were now in museums. . 

On the matter of sales. Slow· Only t~s 
Zablan fellow was selling. (Another name m 
Duldulao's list). Modern, she said as she 
pointed to an over-all blue painting_ with 
spatula-laid smudges, wipes, splatters, lines of 
whites, blues, blacks, pinks, grays and dots of 
yellows and reds, all forming a cross on a 
square canvas. There was another version ~f 
this, two ricefield paintings away; the only dif-
ference was a green background. . 

True enough, as if on cue, a tourist 
appeared holding a colored photograph of a 
painting by Zablan. He asked fo~ the ~ainter's 
whereabouts so he could give hrm this photo
graph taken a year ago at the backroom ~f 
this gallery as Zablan was painting aw~y. This 
tourist had watched, waited, talked with and 
photographed the artist. He had bought the 
painting still wet, fresh from the easel. 

The girls by the door told him that Zablan 
was at the flea market. Mrs. Buenaventura 
flared up. In Tagalog, she reprimanded. the 
girls for giving this information. She explained 
that if buyers go directly to the ~ainter, she 
would never dispose of her Zablans bought 
outright from him for P400.00 each. Witho~t 
the dealer's profits, the artist would sell his 
work cheaper. 

The tourist, distracted, approached Mrs. 
Buenaventura. She assured him that the com
motion had nothing to do with him. She smiled 
and brought him to her Zablans which she was 
selling for P800.00 each. 

The man brushed her off with, ''It's not the 
money. That's no problem. It's the painting 
that matters." He left abruptly. 

Mrs. Buenaventura resumed berating the 
girls. In between mumbling curses, she was 
apologetic to me. I had become an intruder, 
witnessing her raw outburst of frustrations. I 
politely took my leave. · 

One more stop and I was ready to call it a 
day. Back on Mabini Street Rexi Gonzalez 
Gallery was the most contained, least exposed 
gallery I had visited. Here, one had to deal 
with a glass door to get in. . 
. Without much prodding, the proprietor 

talked for some time. 
Rexi and Ric Gonzalez were from the s~~e 

painting family. Rexi's father was the official 
painter of the late President Mags.aysay. All 
heads of state visited by the president were 
given their portraits painted by the old Gon
zalez as a gift from the Filipino people. Sons, 
daughters, cousins, nephews followed the old 
man's footsteps - all painted. No one went to 

t School. Each teaching one another. Each 
ar ill lif having their own expertise: portraits, st e, 
landscapes, animals. Foreign art dealers, 
mostly Australians, were their bread ~nd ~ut
ter clients. The family had gotten their paint
ing business down to a science: file~ of coded 
photo samples of paintings, a library. of 
reference books, telex communication relaying 
specs on ordered paintings. All orders w~re 
farmed out to the family and non-family 
artists the gallery had developed. There was 
virtue in sharing their painting knowled~e 
with others: the family had gotten . their 
busin·ess down to a school. Over the years, 
they had nurtured close to thirty artists who 
were now doing well themselves. Ma~y had 
migrated to California, eventually settmg up 
gallery-studios of their own. . 

The Gonzalez's teaching system seemed 
simple enough. By word of mouth, a. young 
person learns of this "school" in Errruta. He 
presents himself at the gallery. and declares 
his interest in becoming an artist. If he _has 
potential, he is provided the best materials, 
first-class imported oils, brushes, caavas,_ a 
place to paint (r.ight at the gallery or_ for bi?
gerworks at the Gonzalez's Makati .s~~dio 
with other apprentices). Feedback, cnt1c1sm 
and demonstration of techniques from the 
family and artist-friends abound. If. t~e 
trainee is quick to learn, mastery of skills is 
phenomenal. And expertise of subject matter 
is decided early on. A student from the pro
vince can board at the Makati studio for a 

minimal fee and during his apprenticeship, all 
· paintings he produces are owned by the 
gallery. 

There were two unfinished horses on an 
easel next to a table palette of oils and a can of 
brushes, part of a six-painting series on horse
back-riding at some farm in the outb~cks of 
Australia. The commission had been given to 
an old friend who specialized on horse paint
ings. 

Prices of these paintings depended on the 
artist's eompetence, degree of difficulty of 
subject .matter, and on the artist's .age. The 
younger ones got paid less. A life-siz~d, one
figure portrait by Rexi ("the one with the 
sharpest eye") fetched a clean sum of 
P45,000.00. This price applied to both local 
and foreign buyers. 

Regarding an association of artists in the 
Ermita community, there could never be an of
ficial one, "kasi alam mQ, ang mga artists, 
makikisama yan sa meeting pero pagkatapos 
magkakanya-kanya rin yan, " mused the pro-
prietor. . 

Night . was upon Ermita. The hustling _for 
human commodity had begun. W alkmg 
towards Taft A venue for an LRT ride home, I 
passed by a friend's gallery. . . 

My curator-friend was at the door b1ddmg 
goodbye to guests. He invited me for so1?e 
pandesa~ k<>song puti and coffee. I told him 
about my afternoon. More luck up ahead. 

I managed to have a fitting scoop to wrap
up the day: upstairs was his friend wh~ _had 
made a feasibility study for a prestigious 
management and investment consu~t~nts~ip 
firm which wanted to invest on Mabmi paint
ings for export - on hush-hush basis because 
this respected institution supported and hous
ed high art. The plan was to have all willin~ 
artists churn up paintings without their 
signatures. Only signatures of be~te~ known 
artists would be affixed on the pamtmgs. No 
deal. The study showed that the returns didn't 
warrant their investments. 

Capitalism destroys all codes in the name of money but 
recodes for the purpose of control. 

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, 
An ti-0,•dipus 

We locked up the gallery and off we went 
home riding the still untainted LRT. I marvell
ed at its state of cleanliness. It wouldn't be 
long though, I thought, when one violating 
mark handed it all to the philistines. 

"" 
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Mock not the cartoonist and picture him 
not as the proverbial low man on the totem 
pole of the art world. He belongs to an equally 
distinguished lineage, albeit relatively young 
inasmuch as his genealogy properly begins 
only in the eighteenth century. That's when 
encyclopedists and art historians say the form 
'firmed up'. q"hose who calendar it so insist 
that we count among the founders of this tribe 
the trio Goya, Hoga~th and Daumier though 
they're better identified these days as cari
caturists. 

The distinction is crucial because this art 
form has grown through the years. That is to 
say, what once used to be passed from hand to 
hand in parlors and salons as a very private 
pleasure has, with the invention of movable 
type and, many times over with the develop
ment of film and television, become a more 
popular form with a wider base. Thus, cari
catures now have a specialized meaning as 
sketches that exaggerate or distort the cha
racteristics (physical or spiritual, real or im
agined) of a subject, specifically for satirical 
purposes. Conversely, the meaning of car
toons - which now include the comic strip, 
the political (editorial) cartoon, and cartoon 
animation - has been stretched to refer to 
anything that essentially contains graphic 
humor. Ergo, today's cartoons may or may 
not include caricature. In effect, not all car· 
toonists are caricaturists though some of 
them do make use of caricature. 

Examples drawn frorn current practition
ers may help make the distinction more vivid. 
David Levine and Albert Hirschfield are cari
caturists. They distort and exaggerate the 
characteristics of their subjects, some of 
whom are political. On the other hand, 
Herblock and Corky Trinidad are cartoonists 
who make use of caricature. Herblock and 
Trinidad distort and exaggerate the cha
racteristics of their subje~ who're mostly 
political. That m~y be a bit confusing but 
here's where the real distinction takes place: 
Levine concentrates on the subject alone while 
Herblock posits his subject in a situation. 
Let's take a subject common to both - say 
Jimmy Carter. Both Levine and Herblock 
have caricatured him by distorting his toothy 
grin. But while Levine would sum up Carter 
alone, Herblock Would put Carter grinning 
that same grin even as he grovels under the 
sandaled foot of the Ayatollah Khomeini. to 
recall the hostage controversy in Iran in 1980. 

But caricature, so it may argued, doesn't 
necessarTiy have to be limited to specific sub
jects or personalities. Specificity, though, 
seems to have long been the tradition (Goya 
and Daumier were often jailed for their 
caricatures). Be that as it may, caricatures can 
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Cartoon and Caricature: Cautious 
Comments On The Comic Strip 

As Art 

by Alfrredo Navarro Salanga 

-FROM ROMY MOGAS -TAC 

be assembled from several subjects and be 
made composite caricatures of these. Too, 
caricatures may be drawn of (and from). ar-

. chetypes. Al Capp, Walt Kelly and Garry 
Trudeau are excellent examples of cartoonists 
who make use of composite and archetypal 
caricatures. Al Capp's Dogpatch County 
characters have been alternately archetypal as 
witness Ma and Pa Yokum, Daisy Mae and Lil 
Abner and composite as in General Bullmoose 
of Bullmoose Motors. Garry Trudeau, several 
generations younger than the late Capp, has 
done for the American liberal establishment 
what the latter did for the American right. 
Trudeau's Doonesbury characters are cari
catures in these same molds and though he 
does quote Reagan or quote statements for 
him, there are no caricatures bf the American 
presiden,.t in any of the three or four frames 
that make up a regular cartoon. Trudeau 
prefers to draw the White House or the 
Capitol Building whenever he has to go 
specific (the closest Trudeau got to Reagan 
was when he drew the innards of the 
president's brain). 

~ 
~/ 
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As caricatures in themselves are already 
once removed from reality, those that involve 
animal personifications are, in effect, cari· 
catures twice removed. The prime examples of 
such caricatures are the characters drawn by 
Walt Kelly whose Pogo lives in Okeefenokee, a 
swamp peopled (as it were) with some overly 
loquacious creatures given to commenting on 
current events. Locally, Nonoy Marcelo's 
lkabod would logically fit in to such a 
category, his mice being among our best 
sources yet for sound editorial comment and 
opinion on the news. 

Marcelo, of course, started off with Tisoy 
who became an instant hit when first paraded 
across the 'funny pages' (a curious term that, 
for where the comic strips are lined up in the 
dailies because they often treat of matters 
more serious than those reported on the front 
pages and those commented on in the editorial 
pages). But though hit it was as comic strip, it 
certainly lost out on television in much · the 
same manner as Popeye lost out on Broadway 
a»d _on Hollywood. 

What once used to be passed from hand to hand in parlors 
and salons as a very private pleasure has become a more 
popular form with a wider base. 

a Doonesbury classic by 
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Why so? I suppose that's because cari
catures (cartoons, for that matter) are essen
tially appreciated as flat characters or 
minimal characters, if you will. They lose their 
appeal in transformation or translation from 
one medium to another. They are no longer 
believable when fleshed out because they are 
initially perceived and appreciated as unflesh
ed. And that's through no fault of the creative 
translator, either: Charles Schultz approved 
the Broadway version of Peanuts but it didn't 
go the way of My Fair Lady or Camelot 
Dolphy and Panchito did Kalabog en Bosyo 
but strayed so far away from the original that 
the film succeeded as a Dolphy-and-Panchito 
film and not as a film version of the strip. Dit
to in the case of Chiquito who ·was, in the first 
place, so visually estranged from the character 
in Gorio and His Jeepney that it also succeed
ed as a Chiquito comedy (actually a 
misnomer). True, Walt Disney's characters 
succeeded, as did the Walter Lantz and the 
Hanna Barbera characters, but that's only 
because they all graduated from comic strip 
cartoon to cartoon animation films, thus 
preserving their original flat dimensions. So 
don't draw the distinction here that Mickey 
Mouse and Bugs Bunny made it because they 
were animal personifications - the Flint
stones are human caricatures as any child who 
watches the S~turday morning pap on tele
vision can readily attest. 

It's in this capability to subsist on one 
plane that I think cartoons also ought to be 
considered a serious art form; maybe even a 
serious literary form, too, for dialogue is often 
involved (an exceptional exception to this. 
locally, being Cesar Asar, a strip by Monlee 
and Roxlee which goes without). Like visual 
haiku they are then, because condense - in 
three or four frames as is the standard for 
comic strips and even in single frames as has 
long been the vogue for political (editorial\ CB!· 
toons. And if one may be allowed a digression, 
one ought to find it a shame that there are 
hardly any opportunities for this art form to 
develop locally. Of ,the four major dailies, only 
two carry 'funny pages' - and of these two, 
th~ majority of strips in each is culled from the 
features syndicates based in New York and 
London. The Philippines Free Press is no more 
and E. Z. Izon has gone into retirement. Who 
was specially hospitable to two promising 
talents, Willie Aquino and Jose Tence Ruiz, 
but even Who is no more. True, Aquino and 
Ruiz occasionally pop up but there's nothing 
like regularity and continuity, the sine qua 
nons for this art to really succeed. 

Now that's more than just a thought. But 
cautious, cautious. Remember what befell 
Goya and Daumier in their time. ~ 
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RONN IE LAZARO: 
DESPITE THE BOATMAN 

(I) 

I have · never seen "The Boatman" . To his 
credit as a friend, however, Ronnie did phone 
me once or twice to inquire if Jean Marie and I 
were in·the least bit interested in seeing it. He 
could arrange for tickets, he assured us, but 
wisely never pressed the point. And circum
stances being as they were at the time, with a 
pair of upcoming exhibitions and a hundred
and-forty-hour working week to contend with, 
the film's already overextended engagement at 
the Manila Film Center had run out on us before 
his calendar and ours could be simultaneously 
cleared. 

The knots in our collective schedules had 
become hopelessly entangled by the time ''The 
Boatman" had been recalled by the ECP for a 
second limited engagement. But true to his 
promise made many months before, Ronnie 
dutifully phoned us still .another time to inquire 
about the feasibility of seeing the movie 
together. 

"Ano ba, pare? Manonood ba tayo?" he had 
asked me somewhat sheepishly at 2 o'clock in 
the morning. 

"lkaw, pare ... dapat ba tayong manood?" I 
had asked from my end, hoping for a reprieve. 

"Hindi naman, pare. Alam mo na siguro 
'yon," he had said, obviously quite relieved 
himself. 

And that was that for "The Boatman". 
We never spoke of it again. 

(II) 

It's funny. Because I must be the only one in 
Manila who doesn't immediately think of Ron
nie Lazaro as an actor. Mention Ronnie and I 
remember one of the most intuitively talented 
visual artists I have ever known. And I know 
some very good ones . 

Ronnie doesn't think of painting, only of 
mangling images and littering surfaces. He 
works completely by feel, propelled by passion, 
which only fails him· whenever he distrusts it. 
His series of lightweight constructions Qn paper 
and wood, his "pile collages" of 1980 and 
1981, are so compelling and provocative that I 
have found myself referring to them time and 
again in my own work. Ronnie has tremendous 
power as a painter, though he seldom, if ever, 
uses paint. His materials are disarmingly 
simple, but his use of them is ruthless and 
almost always unrestrained. Consider his 
signature piece entitled "Up Your Nose With A 
Rubber Hose", a virtual cause celebre at the 
1982 AAP Annual, and which was comprised 
entirely of black cotton buds pasted loosely on 
a clinically white surface. In all my years as an 
artist, I have yet to see anything more ugly. Or 
more potent. Ronnie Lazaro is, on impulse, 
what I have to labor day and night at becoming, 
ana I am among the best there is. 
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Penscil sketch from "Faces of the Famous". 1985. 

His homespun proficiency as a sculptor is matched only by 
his breakneck inventiveness as a performance artist. 

Ronnie doesn't know shit from patatas 
about the garbage that goes into the making of 
fine photographs. Ronnie probably wouldn't 
know a fine photograph if you were to rub one 
in his face . But his pictures, many of them 
taken with instamatic cameras and borrowed 
SLR's, are only too expert at piercing the emul
sion and lodging themselves in the gut. His 
series of 76-X snapshots, dubbed "Faces of 
the Famous", was, in fact , the only photo
graphic work selected to represent the count ry 

in the prestigiou~ exhibition of One Hundred 
uv;ng Fi/;pino Painters and Printmakers held in 
Beijing, China, in 1981. The controversy that 
surrounded the inclusion of that work -
selected in a system of "blind judging" at a 
time when Ronnie Lazaro was just another star
ving young . artist - is sadly indicative of the 
great emphasis placed by our local art commu
nity on the classical concept of "the true, the 
good, and the beautiful." And Ronnie's pic
tures are never pretty . It is of interest to .note 

that his recent photo exhibition at the Penguin 
Gallery was taken down after barely a week on 
display, a direct result of the public outcry to 
replace them with more wholesome and agree-
able images. ' 

But over and above his wholesale flirtations 
with the various forms of graphic represen
tation made available to him through the years, 
Ronnie Lazaro is truly in his element when 
working in three and four dimensions. His 
homespun proficiency as a sculptor - a knack 
that is readily apparent in his work with barbed 
wire and dimestore mannequins - is matched 
only by his breakneck inventiveness as a per
formance artist. And in the utilization of his 
physical self as the t ransmitter for his creative 
impulses, Ronnie has virtually no equal. He 
literally commands attention whenever ha is at 
his best. Which is not necessarily all the time. 
But which is more often than most people give 
him credit for. 

PENTANKA ON SYJUCO 
Cesare Syjuco's Exhibit 

At the CCP Small Gallery 

".What is that spund high in the air 
murmur of maternal lamentation" 

- The Waste Land: T. S. Eliot 

The works on exhibit consist principally of 
mixed-media constructions, emphasizing 
carpentry in execution· and implied narrative 
in content. There are also a few "Tankas", 
placing conte.mporary frottage inside a tradi
tional Buddhist framework . 

The ingredients of the mixed-media con
structions are diverse. Combinations of boxes, 
cabinets, and drawers play host to a multi
plicity of thematic minutiae. We find multi
colored bottles, religious artifacts, tiny models 
of animals and people, wooden pegs, sea 
shells, photographs, and so forth. Hence the 
implied narrative. These works initially appear 
antique, but on closer inspection are 'turn-of
the-week.' Meticulous care has been exercised 
to prepare each piece 'in this manner. Although 
there a number of found objects nearly every
thing to be seen is of recent vintage. The wood 
is freshly sawn but prematurely aged, the bot
tles are dyed and finished with burnt umber, 
and the perfumed smells emanating from 
several corners are freshly poured. However, 
there is np intent to deceive, as the strangely il
legible but obviously modern writing used in the 
illusory 'narratives' clearly underscores the 
angle of the view as coming from the present. 

The 'narratives' suggest many things, some 
of them contradictory. The poverty of human 
experience. A clinging to the few eventful 
memories of our past. The artist laughing at the 
elements of his society's religious traditions, 
With its emphasis on guilt and penance. Old 
~adies' skeletons-in-the-closet. Children at play 
Indoors in the rainy season. Remorse and a 
sense of loss. Death. Decay. Murder.' Laughter. 
Disappointment ... Nostalgia. 

(Ill) 

I am a fan of Ronnie Lazaro. Despite "The 
Boatman". And for all my bellyaching about his 
prowess in fields of endeavour closer to my 
own heart, I recognize in him the eerie, almost 
hypnotic celluloid presence of a t ruly gifted 
cinematic actor. And yes, that too. 

Some years back, Jack Sotto and I had pen
ned the structure for a short fi lm t hat was to 
hav':l starred Ronnie Lazaro in the role of the 
ico• · The closing scene was to have had' him 
gar•ied in the heavy lenten robes of the Black 
Na£arene, mouthing these closing lines only 
me ·ents before diving, fully clothed, into 
Raq el Gonzalez's swimming pool: 

"HOY, MGA ULOL! 
AKO SI HESUKRISTO. 
HINDI AKO UNGGOY. ·· ' 
HINDI AKO TSONGGO ... 

Cesare Syjuco 

Overkill. 1985. Acrylic mixed media construct ion . 

II 

"When I say: 'My broorv is in the corner', -
is this really a statement about the broomstick 
and the brush? Well, it could at any rate be 
replaced by a· statement giving the position of 
the stick and the position of the brush ... Then, 
does this someone who says that the broom is 
in the corner really mean: the broomstick is 

there, and so is the brush, and the broomst ick 
is fixed in the brush? - If we were to ask 
anyone if he meant this he would probably say 
that he had not thought specially of the 
broomstick or specially of the brush at all." -
Philosophical Investigations: Wittgenstein. 

Now, try api)lying this to one of Syjuco's 
works. 



Japanese Time. 1984. Rock of Ages. 1984. 

Ang Balatkayo ni Mang Kusing. 1984. 

Ill 

What the Thunder said. 
Tita, Tito. Tata. Toto. Titi. 
Syjuco and Modesto sat in a hospital drink

ing Scotch. Syjuco did not know that 
Modesto was a printmaker. Modesto did 
not know that Syjuco was a painter. 
They talked about sex. 

What Syjuco and Modesto said. 
lhi. Titi. Kiki. Puki. Toma. Gago. 
Syjuco wore rubber shoes and talked to his 

father. He told him that he wanted to be 

an artist 
What Syjuco's father said. 
!**%!#! 
Adams went to Syjuco's exhibit and listened 

to a Great Art Critic talk about 

Syjuco's work. 
What the Great Art Critic said. 
Juxtaposed. Juxtaposed . Juxtaposed. 
There is also a grey silent river next to 

Syjuco's house. 
It oozes with the City's effluent of evil and 

gaiety. 
This River has memorized every rainy after-

noon 
This River has smelt the City's armpit 
This River has slipped into the crannies of 

guilty grannies 
This River has watched Syjuco asleep in the 

morning and at noon 
What Syjuco said to the River-God . 

IV 

~ 
The Jezebel Spirit. It was a wet Sunday, in bet
ween typhoons. My grandmother was suffer
ing from one of her perennial headaches. I 
stood in her room fingering her belongings, 
smelling her scent, waiting to accompany her 
to church. I looked at the old photographs on 
her dressing table. The picture of my grand
father in bed, withered like a-lamb, just before 
his death. My grandmother shed a tear. 

We left ... 
Or, if you prefer, 
The Jezebel Spirit . It was a wet Sunday, in bet
ween typhoons. I watched my grandson finger 
the relics of my remorse. A youthful fit of 
foolishness . The affair with the handsome 
Moro medical student. The conception of a 
child. Marriage to a prematurely-balding 
middle-aged chemist . Forbidden memories. A 
lingering death. Continuing migraine of lost 
op111ortunity. Having lived too little in a life too 

long ... 
Or, if you prefer, 
The Jezebel Spirit. It was a wet Sunday, in bet
ween typhoons. I entered Grannie's room, and 
saw the quick brown eyes and naked.furry form 
of Wooly Bear slip from her bed . Grannie turn
ed, still moaning with ecstasy ... 

V 

'Everytning and Nothing 
Wittgenstein and Zen 
Are painting. 

Subject: Review of Albor Show at 
Museum of Philippine Art from 

March 1 to March 31 
"Paintings, Drawings, Sculpture" 

Byline: Bargielska 

A LOVE LETTER 

I am the wife of the artist. 
I am also his best friend, lover, frame builder 

and the mother of his children. 
Augusto Albor's exhibition at the Museum 

of Philippine Art is the strongest, most 
cohesive, and most beautiful installation of 
abstract art I have ever experienced. 

Albor's work was completed in intense suc
cession and it shows . Each painting, drawing 
and sculpture has a relationship to all the other 
pieces in the show. It is as if each of the artist's 
thoughts we(e allowed to take form. You can 
tell how Albor thinks by looking at this work. 
As pointed out by Albano's opening essay in 
the exhibition catalogue. it is difficult to define 
where the drawing leaves off and the sculpting 
begins ... and where the sculpting leaves off 
and the painting begins. The sculptures and 
constructions, hung from the ceiling, attached 
to the wall, perc_hed on pedestals, and placed 
on the floor; can be circled, stepped over, 
bumped and touched. It is a three-dimensional 
presentation, one of meditative sensitivity, in
volved with the issues of beauty, nature, man's 
role in the physical universe, and the meaning 
of life itself. 

The paintings are carefully balanced com
binations of control and spontaneity. Accidents 
appear to be purposeful, purpose seems to be 
by accident. The work is like a newborn child 
who waves its tiny hand with breathlessly 
beautiful grace - is it accident or part of the 
mystery? This work passes the acid test: even 
the uninformed and the innocent are smitten by 
it. Those who choose to think deeply about it 
find passage, and a deep, almost spiritual 
message . The work describes the enigma of 
Augusto Albor, the person: Is he innocent or 
wise? 

I know him to be both. 
The show is an .accomplishment, for various 

reasons. which does not and cannot occur 
often. It represents a pure talent, allowed to 
mature and flourish, which has been adequate
ly supported (by luck and sacrifice) both finan
cially and logistically. For an artist of this 
cr.eative genius, from such humble beginnings, 
to have the resources, time, ambition, and dis
cipline to create such a massive and powerful 
outpouring of work, is a phenomenon as rare 
as a shooting star. 

Arturo Luz' installation of the work should 
also be noted . This is indeed a well curated 
show. The transition from the austere "video" 
room to the organic "painting" room is jolting 
enough to provide the tension that is Albor' s 
very premise - the contrast of man-made ob
jects and nature, hard and soft, dark and light, 
conscious and subconscious. 

I have literally lived with not only the artist 
but this developing body for work for the past 
four years - rolled over at night and touched it, 
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Umaga. 1981 . Charcoal on paper. 

Driftage. 1984. Stainless steel. 
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listened to the tapping of metal against metal, 
inhaled the fresh smell of gesso, powdery 
white as Augusto has slathered it across the 
raw canvas. Out of the corner of my eye I have 
watched falling blue-white sparks as they have 
flown from the welder, the piles of junk metal I 
ha"'e tripped over de " '"'P into elegant com
positions. I have held and cut and hauled the 
lumber, returned to Pasay yet one more time to 
buy yet one more load of carefully selected 
black iron, watched the layer upon layer of 
color cover the surface of each painting. 

I have watched this creation with a growing 
sense of excitement. 

I know all its secrets. The mysterious 
shadow across "Altar" was once a slash of 
white paint; Kuwadro 2 was painted in four 
hours; Kuwadro 6 was painted over two years; 
our cats have played and slept on "Driftage" 
for over a year. 

V1deo was used· at the opening in an attempt 
to share this intimacy. Shown on a 17" screen 

IMAGES OF C. GARZON 

Irony runs persistently through the images 
c. Garzon creates. It is undeniable in the duality 
that plays across her canvases as well as in the 
conflicts and contrasts of her renderings in pen 
and ink. 

Years of living in the south of Spain - expe
riencing the moral austerity of the winter 
months in a summer capital - has left its r-1ark. 
"The Andalusians have lived with suffering for 
a long time," she says, "and I have developed 
their habit of looking starkly at things." 

Though the vision is sharp, it is without ran
cor. Through skillful stylizing, the artist sifts the 
irony into vivid poses. "I want to paint some
thing positive into people's lives," Garzon con
tinues, "not just a complaint." 

In a striking oil painting, one of her "dancer" 
series, we see a young girl exhausted after a 
performance, decked out in theater glitter, still 
deep in the night's applause. Utilizing minimum 
foreshortening and muted colors, Garzon cap
tures her in the instant that mundane practicali
ties filter through her reverie, cleverly evoking 
the timeless duality of the artistic vocation. 

The Mahabharata, that portion of the Vedas 
which depicts the pastimes of Krishna as a 
cowherd boy in Vrindavan, is a favorite source 
of subject matter. In a typical piece, the artist 
works with colored ink to portray the famous 
scene where Krishna wins his bride Rukmini. 
The flat perspective, the intricate bordering and 
rich decorative treatment - traits characteris
tic of the artist's style - give the violent en
counter a festive and romantic nature. 

Garzon is in her element in black and white 
with pen and ink. The sensitive hand coupled 
with the severity of the ,medium, the simple 
compositions contrasted with the ornate exe
cutions dramatize the tangent relationship bet
ween perception and reality. 

Daughter of Manila architect Eugenio Juan 
Gonzalez and music enthusiast Matilde Lim, 
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in the corner of one gallery were images of the. 
artist at work - long stretches of him con
templating his canvas, welding, and building his 
pieces. The installation itself was docu~ented 
- as Arturo Luz sheds his jacket and tie, the 
show begins to take form. Finally, the a~ist 
appears representing man himself . : w_andering 
slowly and quietly ar;nong the paintings and 
sculpt1::1re, the soft form of his naked body con
trasted by the lines of the sculpture sur

rounding him. 
The show will remain even as the pieces are 

absorbed into the world. It has been committed 
to video tape and to a catalogue. But more 
significantly, it will remain as an 1mpressi~n on 
all those who were lµcky enough to experience 

it. 
I think it is obvious that I unabashedly love 

Augusto Albor, the pers5m, more than anythin_g 
or anybody. What may not be as well known 1s 
that I was moved by his work before I 
had ever met him. ~ 

curled Nude: C. Garzon, "Lines have feelings." 

Weeping Girl: Simple compositiori, ornate execution. 

Krishna With Flute. Delineating spirit rather than matter. 

Garzon recalls growing up in an atmosphere of 
creativity and tolerance of the artistic tempera
ment. At the University of the Philippines 
where Garzon majored in Painting, a priority 
was learning how to draw. From Dr. Rodolfo 
Paras-Perez and Professor Constancio Bernar
do, she learned an important tenet . 

"They taught me how to discem with the 
mind, not to let a facile hand divert me from 
what I was trying to express. Bernardo caution
ed me that while it was one thing to take my 
vocation very seriously, taking myself as 
seriously was quite another. He sought to 
cultivate in me the artist's virtues pf distance 
and restraint. 

"Paras-Perez introduced me to the elements 
of Medieval illumination which have greatly in
fluenced my work in terms of time and space 
treatment.'' 

Of his former student, art historian Paras
Perez says, "In a world thrilled by slap-dash 
works or computer-like images, it is a joy to en
counter someone whose works show dis
ciplined draftsman.ship meditatively delineating 
the spirit rather than matter." 

In 1979, Garzon left the country for Spain 
and enrolled at the Escue/a Nacional de Artes 
Aplicadas y Oficios Artisticos de Malaga where 
Picasso studied in his youth. 

"My classmates really applied themselves 
to their studies; they worked so hard. A -group 

of us would drive down the Costa to the flea . 
markets in Marbella and Fuenglrola to try and 
sell our works to the tourists. When our master
pieces did not sell, we immediately forgot we 
were future Picassos and set up these 'your
portrait-in-five-minutes-stands.' I quickly learn
ed economy of line, not to mention a whole lot 
about human nature." 

Through her husband's family, Garzon met 
De La Cruz, a leading portraitist. He demon
strated a keen interest in her work and Garzon 
had her first show in his gallery at Calle San 
Miguel in Torremolinos. She remembers, "I 
was very lucky. A well-known German interior 
designer, Hans Emmerich, bought quite a few 
of my Radha-Krishnas. He became a regular 
client and introduced me to his colleagues." 

In the summer of 1982, Garzon exhibited a 
series of oil paintings at the Puente Romano in 
Marbella, one of the most exclusive hotels in 
Europe . In 1983, Garzon went on display at the 
Galeria De La Cruz in Madrid Centro where her 
nudes and other line drawf ngs were favorably 
received. 

Garzon is married to Spanish national Fran
cisco Garzon who is engaged in hotel manage
ment and interior design. They have two sons. 

Here in Manila, the artist is planning an ex
hibit of works in pen and ink. 

Kel Gonzalez 

PINAGLABANAN GALLERIES 

April 9- Mavl2 

"MIXED MEDIA" 

Raymundo Albano 

Roberto Barbadillo 

Eugene Bartolome 

Joe D. Bautista 
Roderico Daroy 

Lucrecia M. Kasilag 
Ronnie Lazaro 

Romeo Lee 
R.M. de Leon 

Raul Rodriguez 

Cesare Syjuco 

Judy Sibayan 

Gerardo Tan 

152-154 J. ARELLANO STREET, 
SANJUAN 

OPEN l'UESDA Y TO SUNDAY 
1 PM-7 PM 

TEL. 70-53·18 

MAA CONSULTANTS INC. 

provides advice on 

stockmarket investments 

light manufacturing 

, financial planning 

trading 

mining 

poetry 

the visual arts 

Rm. 1105 Pacific Bank BuiJding, 
Ayala Avenue, Makati 

Tels. 85-01-77 / 816-01-02 / 816-01-37 
85-89-11 Locs. 278, 284,285 . 
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PHILIPPINE PHOTOGRAPHY/ 
COUNTRY REPORT* 

Somewhere along the stream of visual com
munication is Philippine creative photography 
left behind. It has maintained a grim but 
relevant status while painting and other 
mediums have advanced. Grim, because in this 
country, the practitioners have not developed 
its possibilities. And vital, because it has 
become a springboard for more complex 
mediums such as cinema. One can safely say 
that in the past ten years, still photography has 
become what it is: still. 

Two factors have become the major causes 
for the present situation of creative photo
graphy. First, genuine artists of photography 
have alienated themselves from the general 
community of salon masters to move towards 
the realm of painting - or what was inter
nationally known in the 70's as conceptual art. 
Second, serious photographers have become 
filmmakers, a way of facing a bigger challenge 
and a logical means of expressing oneself more 
completely. A third reason deals with the 
economics of photography as a creative 
medium, but this seems to be universal and not 
crucial. 

In 1976, an exhibition titled Otherwise 
Photography showcased tendencies in photo
graphy during that period, as well as its re
lationship with painting. Names such as 
Johnny Manahan, Franco Patriarca, Nap ·Jamir 
II, Marian Pastor, Tikoy Aguiluz, . Alan Rivera, 
Butch Perez as well as Judy Freya Sibayan, 
Genara Banzon and Baldy Tapales had done 
some original body of works but later resolved 
their concerns as well as their careers to paint
ing, graphic design, film and video. If any 
significance were to be extracted from their 
works it is their concerted effort to establish 
idea presentation through photography. Th~y 
also paved the way for a new generation of stiU 
photographers. 

In a country that has initiated an ambitious 
Film Festival, the enticement of the film in
dustry has become strong. Especially when an 
agency like the Experimental Cinema of the 
Philippines starts to recognize serious artists 
who may wish to present less· commercial 
work. There is now a listing of once-upon-a
time still photographers who have either 
bepome the most exciting directors or cinema
tographers to date: Mike de Leon, Tikoy 
Aguiluz, Abbo dela Cruz, Johnny Manahan, 
Romeo Vitug, Nap 'Jamir II, Boldy Tapales and 
Peque Gallaga. 

Seen within this profile, creative still 
photography in this country has to rest in the 
arms of photojournalists and amateurs, as 
what we call serious hobbyists who do not 
,:nake a living out of photography. 

Photojournalists have joined themselves 
together to form "Ugat Lahi" or lite.rally 
translated to "roots of heritage ." The exhibits 
they were holding were collections of fine 
social commentaries from their unpublished 
files. In some instances. one-man exhibits by 
the members ~uch as those by George Tapan 
and Manny Goluyugo have borrowed a great 
deal from surrealism. 

Every city has its own battery of camera 
clubs and Manila seems to have placed each 
and every photographer to a club. There are 
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about 30 of these clubs and about the same 
number of company groups. The camera club is 
so far the amateur photographer's stronghold 
for acceptance as an image-maker. Even if 
salon photography were a basic criterion for 
creativity. it does indicate the Filipino's reaction 
towards the medium. So far, membership in a 
club means a recognition for craftsmanship and 
the form 1;1i aspects of the visual language. It 
focuses, however, less on content. If there is 
any difference between press photography and 
those of the camera club, it is that the former 
emphasizes subject matter and the latter 
craftsmanship. The major issue in Philippine 
photography lies in the merging of subject mat
ter and craft in making a statement about the 
Filipino. 

After a series of "Otherwise Photography" 
and other experimental exhibitions such as 
"Eccentric Exposures" and " Structural Photo
graphy". the CCP Museum started to view the 
phenomenon and checked on the diversity of 
what seems to be a general tendency. First, it 
recognized the emergence of the Penguin 
photographers, a series of artists who have 
shown their Foto-Me's, Polaroids, lnstamatics, 
8" x 1 O'"s, 4" x 5'"s, contacts, photograms, 
found photos, zeroxes, handcoloreds, photo
collages, transfers and of course, regular prints, 
even tf some were done virtually through 
archaic processing. Ami Miciano, proprietor of 
Penguin Cafe and Gallery - the alternative 
space for photographers - is a photographer 
herself, the instigator of such phenomenon . 

In other camps, there are those highly 
technical industrial photogrl:lphers who do 
impeccable work for exhibits. These converge 
at the Shadow Visual photo agency . Still , there 
are painters such as Cesare Syjuco, Glenn 
Bautista and Judy Frf:lya Sibayan who create 
"paintings" with photos. And a group of 
dancers, poets and dramatists who have col
lected for themselves a body of impressive 
photo images. 

An exhibition called "Five New Photo
graphers" recognizes five tendencies present 
but never established for further investigation. 
As it showed the more interesting salon works 
of Jacinto Tee and the off-beat portraits of 
Jo Chua, who used large-format camera using 
archaic process, it also presented grotesque 
photojournalism in the manner of police report
age, by Manolet Santiago; captioned works of 
Ami Miciano, close to the convention of con
ceptual art; and autobiographical reportage of 
Noordin Jumalon, who includes performance, 
with the use of his body in rel~tion to his 
camera. 

Developing tendencies to generate a climate 
of creative photography is only one aspect of 
the !lleans towards a Filipino sense of photo
graphy. It is still difficult to assess the generally 
exciting activity of the groups and individuals 
who consider photography a means of creative 
communication for our time. With the 
resurgence of film and video on one side and 
painting on the other side, it may settle for be
ing just the photojournalist's medium, and it 
may be at its best being such. 

- Raymundo Albano 
• Read in Singapore, June 1985 during tile 
A S E A N Symposium on Painting and 
Photography 

SAN JUAN NEEDS 
CONTRIBUTORS 

on the followi~g topics 

CAP: Did Rolando Tinio state that they 
were more tyrannical than the govern. 
ment? ,If so, why? 
Is it true that Behn Cervantes was 
released because his guards 'couldn't 
stand i t any more'? 

CCP: Do we get our money's worth? Where 
does the money come from? 'Where, 
does it go to? Are local artists properly 
supported, or are outrageous amounts 
spent on bringing obscure Dutch 
pianists with names like Rip Van 
Winkle over to Manila? 

GABRIELA: General Assembly Binding 
Woman... etc. Binding? Is this a new 
form of bondage? Can a man be. a 
feminist? Can a Jew be a Nazi? 

Please send manuscripts to the Editor. 
Modest honorariums are paid for con, 
tributions which are published, and, 
WE PUBLISH ANYTHING. 

WHY SAN JOAN? 
Because Juan Arellano. Because J 

Ponce Emile. Because Juan T 
Because Juan Serrano, that ill-fated 16 
century Spanish sailor left by Magellan 
men in the island of Cebu to be tortu 
and tattooed on his most delicate p 
by the restless natives. Because An 
Juan. 

Because, also and principally so, t 
bimonthly's office is in the histori 
town of San Juan, formerly of R' 
Province and now of Metro Manila. 

And lastly, because, as they 
artists are the antennae of the race, eh 
and as such they are very much like 
celebrated Baptist, the forerunner ._ t 
who offer their heads on a platter 
time they make art. 

SAN .JU AN ia a bimonthly ma,azine devoted 
the visual artL It ia free. Pleaae do not pay 
fonn of legal tender in exchange for thia 
issue. 

Unaolicited te~t and visuals should 
accompanied by a aeU-addreaed stun 
envelope to ensure return. Advertbemenu 
accepted at nominal rate& Please addre• 
inquiries to SAN JUAN 152-154 .J. Arellano 
San juan, Metro Manila. 

Editorial Board: Alfred A. 
Dayrit, Alfrredo Navarro 
Harde, Roberto Chabet. 

Please file aU libel suits in the municipalit~ 
San Juan, Metro Manila. 

LETTERS 

Februar y, 1985 
Sta. Rita, Pampanga 

oet1r Decadent Epitors: • •. 

I 

Where in the hell were you in the past years? 
May our God condemn you forever: for: tarrying 
so tong before putting out such a horrtmdous 
publication! ~ 

Just what in the bloody hell made you think 
tha t such a bloody magazine 1s good for the 
country's artistic health? Yecck! 

The utmost thanks for publishing such a hor
rible magazine ... I love reading every bit of it. 

RENA TO R. GUECO · 
259 San Vicente, Sta. Rita 
PA MP A N GA 2021 

P.S. 
Michael Foucault was quoted on the second to 
the last paragraph of Marian Pastor Races' 
article on CCP (p. 6); and again on the last 
paragraph of the Dri/on/Baut/sta Review (p. 14). 
I'll be waiting for my free double subscription, 
sirs. 

- DITTO. 

We wish to apologize for. the numerous 
typos which appeared in the second issue, the 
most notable of which was Foucault for 
Foucault, an unimaginable perpetration as 
quickly noted by Mrs. Epistola of the University 
of the Philippines. Unfortunately, the error 
seems to have escaped the otherwise prudent 
attention of Mr. Gueco as evidenced by his let
ter above. Be that as it may, we will proceed to 
declare Mr. Renato Gueco as the winner in our 
find-out-where contest, and as such he !"ill 
receive a perpetual double subscription to SAN 
JUAN. 

We also wish t o offer our sincerest 
apologies to the sensitive artists who were 
offended by the capt ion accomp;mying their 
picture on page 19 of the second issue. Despite 
the quotation marks bracketing the term "star
ving artists," w e understand that some of the 
artists in the photograph feel that they do not 
rightfully belong to this time-honored tribal 
grouping. We extend our apologies then. while 
maintaining that the captioning had been done 
In the spirit of columnist Maurice Arcadia's 
sprightly cheek. 

For this reason and due to complaints aired 
by Jennifer Juan Simunek and Salvador 
Arellano - two artists we respect - regarding 
the demeaning social chitchat effected in his 
blatantly provocative column, we have decided 
to lay Maurice Arcadia to rest for this issue, and 
until such time as when our readers feel the 
need for his resurrection. Until then, we bow to 
their wishes and put the lid on his perverted 
sense of national priorities, not to menti,on type 
of private chuckling. 

- D'Editors 

An exhibition of Philippine Art is being 
organized by the ··As~a~ Institute of Art for 
presentation in Germany.' 1t"'will' ap~aiently be , 
shown at a gallery owned by BMW, the auto
motive manufacturer in Munich; and later ~'ove 
to Stuttgart. The exhibit is being sponsor-ed by 
the German-Philipp,ine. f:riendship Society 
Organization. 

San Juan attempted to interview Dr. 
Rodolfo Paras Perez, the Chairman o( the 
Asean Institute of Art, and Ms. Eva Toledo, 
who we had been advised is assistil"lg him with 
the· organization of the exhibition: Unfor
tunately both declined to bP i ,terviewed. 

San_ Juan is extrenie(y curious as~ to the 
reasons why they did not wish to be inter
viewed, and as to why a cloak of secrecy 
appears to have·been hung over the exhibition 
itself . Rightly or wrongly. the exhibition will be 
seen in Europe as being in some way an official 
representation of Philippine Art This fact raises 
a number of questions, which, it would seem, 
the organizers don't wish to answer, for 
motives at which we can only guess. 

The question which San Juan would like to 
have asked Dr. Paras-Perez or Ms. Toledo 
appear below. Perhaps the fact that they are 
posed will provoke some answers. Who 
knows? The Letter to the Editor column can 
always be activated!! 

Questions Which San Juan 
Would Like To Have Asked 

Ms. Eva Toledo or 
Dr. Rodolfo Paras-Perez 
Concerning The Munich 

Exhibition 
I. How was the exhibition organized? Who 

was responsible for its organization? What 
are the objectives of the exhibition? 

2°. How were the artists and their works 
chosen? Are they S'Upposed to be represen
tative of contemporary Philippine art? If 
so, why was so much left out? 

3. The painting section of the exhibition is 
divided into three parts. What is the pur
pose of this J The names in Groups l and 
III read like historical footnotes. Is this in
tenti~nal? Is the exhibition a historical 
tableau or an attempt to show ,contem
porary talent? 

4. Many people have mentioned that the ex
hibition is supposed to emphasize ethnic 
ingredients . Is this correct? What is ethnic?· 
Are oi,l paints ethnic to Western Europe, or 
to Saudi Arabia? The artists in Group II 
have works which utilize ethnic material. I~ 
this intrinsic to the work of the artists con
cerned, or was it contrived to meet the con· 
cept? Does not 'ethnic' apply to culture 
rather than art? The mere fact 'of.this 
Munich exhibit suggests that art is inter
national. Yet, work of a neo-expressionist 

'. r ch m~d..ern figuhtive ~ \;re; Etf ~er than 
T ~ "~4qist.) w)iidi:.is hir enfly pj'.,gre~t rrft'eyest 

in the . ~e~. ie excl~~ct fr9µ, the show. 
Why is this? Dalena, for e:Xa.mple, uses 
figuration in most if not all his works. 
Wasn't the firsf wiTin'er of the· fm'port'ant 
Mobil Art Awards for Paintmg considered 
good enough to bel ihc:'lutled in the exhibi
tion, or did he d-edine· to participate? 
What about Austria, De Guzman, and so 
forth? Isn't 'their WOTK in fact b'oth more 
Filipino and yet more mternational· in a 
contemporary serlse than-that of the lbng 
list of abstractionists who are im:h,!ded? 

5. We understand that ~ao and Olazo were 
both asked to produce works using ethnic 
materials, and that both refused. If this is 
correct, it would appear that Lao "''as 
dropped from the exhibition completely, 
and Olazo was placed only in the print· 
making category. If so. was it reasonable 
that they should be left out of their obvious 
places in Group III? 

6. We understand that Constancio Bernardo 
declined to participate in the exhibition. Is 
this correct? Despite this, one of his works 
was included in any case. Is this corric:ct? If 
so, why? 

7. How was the list of printmake'rs composed? 
Why were Modesto, Pandy Aviado, lnday 
Lee, and Nonon Padilla left out? 

8. Why was the opening of the preview of the 
exhibition at MOPA treated with the 
secrecy normally attendant to the more 
esoteric of Masonic rites~ Invitations were 
not sent out by MOPA to their regular 
guest list to se-e the- preview of the works 
There was apparently no mention of the 
preview in the press, and the sign ~t MOP A 
continued to state that the works on exhibit 
upstairs were part of the permanent 
collection. Was there any reason for this? 

9. What's the relevance of Munich and BMW 
to European art? Why BMW? Why not a 
regular gallery dedicated to art) What 
were BMW's motives in offering their 
assistance? Where does Munich rank in 

· significance amongst German cities in 
terms of artistic importance, for example, 
as compared to Berlin, Cologne, Dussel
dorf, and Hamburg? \Vhat value is the ex
hibition to the participating artists; What 
value will it have for the appreciation of 
Philippine art in Europe? Might it not give 
the impression of a) the dominance of out
dated trends such as cubism and 1960s 
abstraction, and b) the existence of an 
ethnicky third-worldly to-be•patronized ar
tistic milieu? 

l O. Lastly, repetitively, and more clearly 
Be_rlin is the art capital of Germany, and 
possibly of Europe. at the present time. 
Berlin is the center of neo-expressionism. 
(a form of the figurative genre). This ex
hibition has no neo-expressionist Phiiip
pine work, although there is an abundance 
of young talent producing works of this 
type. Why? 
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POETRY 

Papuri Kay Victorio C. Edades, 
Pambansang Alagad ng Sining 

TRIBUTE TO VICTORIO C. 
EDADES, NATIONAL ARTIST 

by Hilario S. Francia 

Ang Mga Manggagawa 

(Batay sa isang pintura sa oleo 
ni Victoria C. Eda.des) 

Ang napasimulan nang may matibay 
Na katiyakan 
Ay dinadala sa ganap 
Na kawastuan. 

Ang mga bago at mabisang 
Pamamaraan 
Ay pinatitibay 
Nang walang gulo 
0 kaingayan. 

Nguni't bakit 
Nakatigil 
Ang mga bagon 
Ng pag-unlad? 

Sapagka't pagkatapos na bagtasin 
Ang malapad na kalawakan 
Ng mga bukirin at himpapawid, 
Ang bawa't manggagawa ay tumutulong 
Upang matapos ang 
Matagal datapwa't 
Matagumpay na gawain ng paghahanda 
Sa maaaring hinaharap na 
Na mga araw ng salat. 

English translation by the author: 

The Workers 
(After an oil painting by 
Victoria C. Edades) 

What was begun with 
Steady precision 
Is being brought 
To perfection. 

Without fanfare or noise, 
The new and effective 
Ways of doing 
Things are being 
Consolidated. 

But why have 
The boxcars of 
Growth grounded 
To a halt? 

Because after having crossed 
The wide expanse of 
Field and sky, 
Each worker contributes 
To complete 
The tedious but successful 
Enterprise of preparing 
For the possible 
Lean days ahead. 

AYALA MUSEUM 
Makati Ave., Makati 

(March 7-24) 

"Shapes" 
Photos by Claus Jobes 

(March 23-April 14) 
Photos by Corrado Letta 

(April 16-24) 
Barge Ramos Exhibit on Barong Tagalog 

(April 25-May 12) 
Lilia Gutierrez Tapestry 

CCP MAIN GALLERY 
Roxas Blvd., Manila 

(March 11-15) 
"This Must Never Happen Again" 

photo exhibit by the Russian Embassy 

(Marcp 19-25) 
Federico Aguilar Alcuaz 

CCP SMALL GALLERY 

(Feb. 22-March 24) 
Pacita Abad 

CCPHALLWAY 
(March 6-31) 
Structures 

photos by Kristina Luz 

FINALE ART FILE 
Makati 

(March 12-27) 
Group Show 

(March 29-April 9) 
Joey de Leon 

(April 12-27) 
Ang Kiukok) 

GALLERY GENESIS 
Shaw Blvd., Mandaluyong 

(March 8-30) 
Kulay sa Tubig II (watercolor show) 

(April 19-May 19) 
Teofilo Mendoza, Jr. 

LIONGOREN ART GALLERY 
111 New York St., Cubao 

(March 8) 
"Kolor Kuatro" 

by Galan 
Hermoso 
Sagario 
Ybafiez 

(April) 
One-Man Show by Jun Tiongco 

LUZ GALLERY 
448 E. de los Santos Ave. 
Makati 

(March 2-April 2) 
Soler 

(April 9-May 3) 
Paintings by Manuel Baldemor 

MUSEUM OF PHIL. ART 
Roxas Blvd. Cor. T. M. Kalaw St. 
Manila 

(March 1-31) 
Paintings, Sculptures, Drawings 

by Augusto Albor 

(April) 
Annual Summer Art Workshop Exhibit 

PINAGLABANAN GALLERIE 
152-154 J. Arellano St. 
San Juan 

(March 6-31) 
"Five Artists in March" 
with Julie Lluch Dalena 

Antonio Juan 
Pardo de Leon 
Fernando Modesto 
Popo San Pascual 

PINAGLABANAN GALLERIES 
AT LA TASCA'S GRILLE ROOM 
The Grille Room, La Tasca Complex 
Greenbelt Park, Makati 

(Feb. 18-March 25) 
R.M. de Leon's "Random Pages: Magaz' 

SINING KAMALIG 
2160 Taft Avenue, Manila 

(March 14-28) 
Raul Piedra 
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SAN. JUAN 
LIBERATED BIMONTHLY MAGAZINE OF 

PACITA ABAD: OUTSTANDING YOUNG MAN? 

Inside: .The Pacita Abad Interview The David Medal la Interview Continued 

FREE 

WE 
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Reviewing the Avante-Garde by Marian Pastor Roces The Relevance of Art by Lydia Ingle 
Reviews by Alfrredo Navarro Salanga, Ricardo M. de Ungria, Cesare Syjuco, 

Judy Freya Sibayan , Buddy Fanega, M. Raquel Gonzalez, Rosauro Carandang 
Chitchat by Felix Fojas Centerfold by Marcel Antonio Inside Job by Ami Miciano 

Plus Lots Of Pictures! 




